1) go to the website [www.reginapalace.it](http://www.reginapalace.it)

2) select the **Check in** and **Check out** dates in the “Booking Online” and click on “CHECK AVAILABILITY”
You will read: “no solutions found” because you **still have to put the PROMOTIONAL CODE!!!**
3) put the Promotional Code: **ESARDA 19** and again click on CHECK AVAILABILITY
4) now you will see the room categories available according to the number of people you need per room: (remind we do not have any quadruple room)
5) select the room you want to book.

To get more information click on “INFO AND BOOK”. To get out cancellation policy information click on “MORE INFORMATION”
6) to book the room please click on “BOOK” (here above in green) and follow the procedure to finalize the booking!